fij are in Z,. Clearly we may assume the ai = a(~,) are linearly independent, in which case we call (Y a Koszul presentation and {ai} a set of Koszul generators. The pre-Koszul algebra A is homogeneous if all the gj can be taken to be 0. A homogeneous Koszul algebra is a homogeneous pre-Koszul algebra A such that H*A is generated as an algebra by the cocycles dual to the a;. In practice, this is verified by showing that A has a basis of monomials in the ai of particularly nice form [3, Theorem 5.31. The algebra r{x,l is filtered by letting Fpr{xi) be spanned by all monomials of length p or less. If a is a Koszul presentation of the pre-Koszul algebra A, let &,A = a(FPT{xi}). The associated graded algebra E"A is a homogeneous pre-Koszul algebra with Koszul generators bi, the images of the ai, and relations C J;ib;bj. Note that A is homogeneous iff A = E'A. A Koszul algebra is a pre-Koszul algebra A such that E"A is a homogeneous Koszul algebra. To state the main theorem of [3] , let A be a Koszul algebra with Koszul generators (ai ) iczJ}. Let B b e a Z2 basis of A containing 1, the ai, and certain monomials aj,aiz.. . ai n Let SC Unzl .
J" be such that for each a E B-{ l> there is a unique 
relations H*E"A is the algebra generated by (pi> with for each (k, 1) E S. Further, H*A = H(H*E'A, 6) where
One technical point must be addressed to justify our intended application of the preceding result. In [3] , it is assumed that A is of finite type. However, it is sufficient to assume that H,A is of finite type, since the results of [3] hold in homology without finite type assumptions, and if H,A has finite type, there is no problem in dualizing to obtain H*A.
We are now prepared to give our examples. Define A to be the graded algebra generated by the unit 1 and the elements Sq', Sq', Sq2, . . . , with Sq' in degree i, subject to the relations Sqaib-'Sq' if a<2b.
(1)
Note that Sq"# 1, so that A is not quite the Steenrod algebra familiar to algebraic topologists.
In fact, the degree 0 component of A is Z2[Sqo], the ring of polynomials in Sq'.
The augmentation E : A + Z, must send Sq' to 0 if i > 0, but e(Sq') can be either 0 or 1. We let Ai be A with augmentation e(Sq') = i, i = 0 or 1.
The algebra A, is a homogeneous Koszul algebra with presentation a&) = Sq' by [3, Theorem 5.31. By the above theorem, H*A, is generated as an algebra by elements A2, dual to Sq'+ ', i 2 -1, with relations
> j for n 10. In particular, A? i = 0. This algebra is well known to the inventors of the lambda algebra [l] as the opposite algebra of the algebra obtained from the lambda algebra by adjoining an element A _ ,. Let us write A + for (H*Ao)Op. If 
All three of these are Koszul algebras and if we take the associated homogeneous algebras we obtain the extension
with &(Sq') =0 in Z2 [Sqo] here. The remarkable fact here is that ,!?'A, =A0 as algebras; filtering has changed only the augmentation.
We will prove this in the process of proving the following theorem, which shows that A0 and A, are the examples we want:
Theorem. H*A, =E[L,]@H*A.
Proof. To use Priddy's theorem, we must give a presentation a : T{Xi} +A, of augmented algebras. The point is that in the tensor algebra, each xi has augmentation 0, so that Sq', having augmentation 1, is not a suitable Koszul generator. Thus, we let (y(xj) = Sq' for i > 0, and let (x(x0) = Sq" -1. The relations (1) then become
with Sq'=a(x,). The homogeneous part of (5) Since A is a Hopf algebra, H*A and hence H*A, are commutative.
In contrast, H*A, is far from commutative.
Note that the Cartan Eilenberg spectral sequence of (3) says that N*Ar is no larger than E [A J @H*A and the spectral sequence therefore collapses. That E2 = E, also follows directly from the obvious splitting homomorphism A, -+Z2[Sqo] but the extension question from E, to H*?il is not as easily settled.
Finally, note that the degree 0 components of A, and At are the classic examples of the insensitivity of cohomology to the augmentation: H*Z2[Sqo] is an exterior algebra on one generator no matter which augmentation we choose. q
